
Title: -   Automatic temperature indication with alarm

Aim: -   To build and test  automatic temperature indication with alarm using temperature sensor (thermostat). 

Introduction:  automatic temperature indication with alarm this is low cost equipment you can move easily any where. You 
can adjust temperature range from 10 deg. C to 75 deg. C. we have to set temp. at 55 deg. C. it is very easy to assemble.

Note: - after testing when you take out equipment from in water that time instantly switch off equipment because if do not 
switch off battery then quick battery to be discharge.  

Apparatus: - multi meter, nose pliers, cutter, wire stripper.

Part list & costing:- 

Sr. 
no.

Part name Part value  Quantity Rate Amount 
 RS. Ps.    

1 thermostat 1 165 165
2 Buzzer 0 to  30 v 1 12 12
3 Battery  9v hi watt 1 8 8
4 switch SPST 1 3 3
5 LED (green)  5 mm 3 1 3
6  Battery clip  --------- 1 3 3

Total 
amount

196/-

Theory: - the separate explanations of each part details are give as follow:

1) Buzzer: - the buzzer was operating voltage range from o v to 30v maximum. If you give above 30v to buzzer then buzzer 
become burn. So you should  take care for input voltage. So you have to take care for input voltage, in market different type of 
buzzer available. Out of them you can choose any musical buzzer and put in circuits you should only see operating voltage 
because we use in the circuit 9v battery.
 



2) Thermostat (temperature sensor):- the basically thermostat mostly use in geezer in their automatically cut off required. 
The thermostat operates on both DC voltage and AC voltage. It is  advantage of thermostat. These thermostat temperature 
sense range are from 10 deg. C to 75 deg. C. in generally human use hot water up to 55 deg. C. in market available separate 
two part of thermostat which the one is copper cover thermostat and their steel cover you are need both should be purchase this 
is essential, because we do not directly put in hot water his required steel cover on copper rod of thermostat.  

3) Battery: - we have to use general purpose 9v battery. This battery available any where also available electrical shop in 
villages. When you connect battery that time take care of positive (+) and negative (-) sign of battery. It should have to 
identify, it is low cost battery.

Observation 

Sr. 
no.

Temperature in deg. C Buzzer output

1 0 OFF
2 10 OFF
3 15 OFF
4 25 OFF
5 35 OFF
6 45 OFF
7 55 ON

Circuit diagram



Working of automatic temperature indication and alarm
     
   When you keep cool water on stove, gas, or in water heater, thereafter some time thermostat put in water and switch 
ON to equipment. While water to be heat gradually increase and reach up to 55 deg. C then thermostat sense heat and 
cut positive supply of LED load, thereafter current to be flow through the buzzer and buzzer will become ON . We 
come to known water has heat and reach till at 55 deg. C.
    Thereafter this process immediately switches OFF equipment because thermostat has heated so some time to take for 
decrease heat of thermostat. So you have to switch OFF equipment. If you do not switch OFF instantly then battery has 
become quickly discharge.

Advantages

1) To be saving of your kerosene or gas.
2) You can to be known water heat  reach at 55 deg. C.
3) Do not need to put hand inside for hot water testing.



4) You can easily carry.
5) Indication as a siren.
6) This is operating on 9v battery.

Applications

1) It is use for hot water testing.
2) Also test bomb water.
3) To test boiler water or any where out side.

Problem 

    First we made this equipment operate on AC voltage. But it is not possible to carry out side. So we made operate on 
DC voltage for use out side easily and to test hot water. Thereafter we have test hot water but thermostat does not 
become cool instantly. Thereafter we come to known because buzzer to be not stops immediately. After that we have to 
switch off equipment. 

Conclusion 
                      We have to observed water temperature reach up to at 55 deg. C then buzzer to be ON. At starting water 
temperature to be minimum less than of 55 deg. C that time buzzer has to be OFF. 

 

  
        

   

     



 


